6 Nights Incentive Programme
China
From the treasures of dynasties to an economic dynamo, China presents a culture of astonishing variety. The past and the present live side by side and yesterday walks hand in hand with tomorrow. Offering a unique and subtle blend of culture, heritage, tradition, natural splendor and folklore, China is the ideal destination for your next meeting or incentive trip.
Day 1
China
Day 1

- **Arrival in Beijing**

Arrivals throughout the day with leisure time to refresh and prepare for this evening’s welcome dinner in the true Chinese style. There’s a tempting array of authentic local delicacies on the menu with traditional entertainment to enchant the senses.
Day 2
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Day 2

- **Activities in Beijing**

  Choice of full day activity, today is yours to:
  
  - Explore the ancient heritages of The Forbidden City and Tian’an Men Square.
  - Tour the Summer Palace & Temple of Heaven, the imperial garden in Ming & Qing Dynasty
  - Experience Beijing’s local life, enjoy a rickshaw ride among the hutongs and visit a family in their typical Courtyard home.
  - Live your Olympic dream - visit the Bird’s Nest (National Stadium), the Water Cube (National Aquatics Center) and the Olympic Green (Olympics Park).

- **Evening – Peking Duck Dinner**

  While in Beijing, formerly Peking, sampling the city’s signature dish is a must! Savour every mouthful of this authentic never to be forgotten Chinese food experience.
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- **Excursion to the Great Wall**
  
  “The man who has not climbed the Great Wall is not a true man” goes the Chinese proverb and today is yours to explore this magnum opus of human being, the soul of China! Visiting China without climbing it is akin to visiting Paris without visiting The Eiffel Tower.

- **Evening – The Legend of Kung Fu**
  
  Enjoy an evening of theatrical wizardry, ancient legend and martial arts magic with this exciting performance.
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- **Shanghai**
  Fly to Shanghai, the former fishing village which in the past twenty years has transformed into the country’s economic centre. China’s largest city, its a mesmerizing mix of ancient and high tech western civilization. Prepare to soak up its charming “Hai Pai Culture”.

- **Evening – Dinner at Mei Long Zhen**
  Enjoy a little old world style. Open since 1938, this oldie but goodie combines the best of old and new Shanghai as master chefs boldly fuse Sichuan and Shanghai cuisine with delightful results.
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- **Explore Shanghai**
  Unearth the secrets of the alluring ‘Pearl of the Orient’ and see some of its impressive sites including the bustling Bund, the enchanting old town, the classical Yu Yuan Gardens, the Jade Buddha temple and Fresh Water Pearl Gallery.

- **Evening – Chinese Acrobatic Troupe**
  An exciting combination of authentic Chinese food and a thrilling performance by a Chinese acrobatic troupe that can only be likened to the world famous Cirque du Soleil.
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- **Morning – Live like a local!**
  
  It’s your chance to join the Master for a morning ritual of Tai Chai in the park. Then visit a nearby residential area with recreation centre, kindergarten and local market.

  End your local immersion by learning how to make “Hun Tun” (Chinese Dumpling) in the kitchen of a typical courtyard family home.

- **Afternoon – Ancient Water Town of Zhujiajio**

  With its narrow streets, stone bridges and rustic grey buildings, Shanghai’s Venice is sure to delight. Enjoy a relaxing gondola ride while soaking up the sights and sounds of the town’s 1700 year heritage.

- **Evening – Farewell to China**

  ‘East meets West’ is the inspirational theme for tonight’s gala farewell dinner in one of Shanghai’s most special venues. Relax and reminisce over your time spent in China, the special experiences shared and new friends made.
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- Depart from Shanghai
Thank you!
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